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What is Your Overdraft Strategy?
•
•
•

“We don’t want consumers to spend
more than they have in their
accounts.”
“We don’t overdraw our own
accounts (even though our kids
sometimes do).”
“Since when are overdrafts no longer
bad?”
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Why Do Consumers Overdraw?
•
•
•
•
•

Timing issues (payroll is late or bill comes early)
Speed of electronic payment systems (including PushPay, Zelle,
CashApp)
Deposit holds, debit card holds
Husband (wife) was late to deposit
Inadvertent overdrafts occur (math mistake)
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Consumers Can Choose to
Overdraft
• Late fee for mortgage is $75 vs overdraft fee of $30.
• Purchase the kids’ day care for the week, knowing that payday
will cover the cost, but only if the parent can get to work every
day.
• Small business owner takes customer
checks, but then pays overdraft fees
if the customer’s check doesn’t clear.
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Do Regulators Force Overdraft
Handling?
• Overdrafts are as old as banking.
• The US Government overdraws its accounts daily.
• NCUA (and other agencies) use Checklists to oversee
compliance of overdraft handling.
• Every financial institution is presented with items to be paid,
when there is ‘not enough money’ in the account.
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Overdraft Handling
• No program: all items are returned unpaid.
• Ad Hoc: No established policies or procedures and items are
paid or returned based on management’s discretion.
• Undisclosed: Typically incorporates ‘matrix’ solutions where the
maximum limit for overdraft coverage could change by internal
algorithm so the consumer’s item(s) may or may not be paid.
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Overdraft Handling
• Disclosed: Includes established
overdraft limits and well-documented
procedures for overdraft coverage so
the consumer is fully informed of the
items that would be paid.
• Tell the consumer everything, train
employees and make it the consumer’s
decision.
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What is Your Overdraft Strategy?
•

A strategy is a “plan of action, designed to achieve an overall
goal”

•

If consumers need help,
• Should you be their first resort for help?
• Should you be their last resort for help?

•

What is your goal?
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A Real Family’s Situation
• Husband has lost job, wife is earning enough to pay their
mortgage, but not enough for their food.
• They overdraw their account for groceries.
• What do you do?
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• Their credit union forgave the fee, then
provided the family with $250 in grocery gift cards.

What Really Happened?

• Their credit union forgave the fee, then
provided the family with $250 in grocery gift cards.
• An Overdraft Privilege Pay program authorized the grocery
purchase.
• Follow-up phone conversation uncovered
the family’s financial situation.
•

Their credit union forgave the fee, then
provided the family with $250 in grocery gift
cards.
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Since When Did Regulations
Matter?
• Until 2005, there were no regulations on overdrafts.
• Overdraft services typically offered based on the relationships:
• If your Credit Union knew you were ‘good for it’, they might pay your
overdraft items, or
• If your Credit Union didn’t know you well (or at all), all items were
returned.
• Some financial institutions returned all items – regardless of relationship – to
teach consumers ‘a lesson’.
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Regulatory Continuum
2005

Final Guidance on Overdraft Protection

2006

Regulation DD / 12 CFR 230

2010

Regulation E / 12 CFR 205; CFPB Formed

2011

FDIC Supervisory Guidance

2013

CFPB Releases White Paper on Overdraft Programs

2014

CFPB Releases Data Point on Overdrafts

2016

Regulatory Webinar

2017

CFPB Model Disclosures

2018

Overdraft Rule removed from the CFPB Agenda

Ongoing

Unfair, Deceptive and Abusive Acts and Practices
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What Do the Regulators
Demand?
• Joint Guidance on Overdraft Protection Programs
• Safety and Soundness
•
•
•

Policies and Procedures
Call Report Submissions
Vendor Due Diligence

• Legal Risks
•

Alphabet Soup: FTC Act, UDAP, TILA, Reg Z, FTC Act, ECOA, Reg B, TISA, Reg E

• Best Practices
•
•
•

Disclosures
Ability to Opt-Out
Staff Training
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Rules on Overdraft Policy
• Especially impacts continuous or recurring overdraft fees.
• Consumers might be assessed daily overdraft fees before they
can cure negative balance.
• Does the consumer expect to have time to cure before additional
fees are assessed?
• Discussed in 2016 webinar.
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Guidance vs Regulation
Unlike a law or regulation, supervisory guidance does not have the
force and effect of law, and the agencies do not take enforcement
actions based on supervisory guidance. Rather, supervisory
guidance outlines the agencies’ supervisory expectations or
priorities and articulates the agencies’ general views regarding
appropriate practices for a given subject area.
Interagency Statement Clarifying the Role of Supervisory Guidance
•
September 11, 2018
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What Do the Regulators
Demand?
• Regulation DD
• Implemented in July 2006.
• Requires OD statement totals:
•
•
•
•

Period-to-date NSF fees
Year-to-date NSF fees
Period-to-date OD fees
Year-to-date OD fees

• On the premise that “if they knew how much they spent in NSF and OD
fees, they would stop…”
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What Do the Regulators
Demand?
Regulation E
• Implemented in July 2010.
• Requires use of Model Consent Form: What
You Need To Know About Overdrafts and
Overdraft Fees.
• Consumers must Opt-In for ATM and debit
card overdrafts.
• Small dollar purchases with debit card and
ATM cards are subjected to potential overdraft
charges.
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Regulation E Rules
Four events must all take place in order to assess overdraft fees on
ATM withdrawals and one-time debit card transactions:
1. Consumer is provided with disclosure in proper format (“A-9 Model Consent
Form”).
2. Consumer is provided the opportunity to affirmatively consent (Opt-In).
3. Consumer Opts In (can be done in person, online, website, or by phone).
4. Financial Institution provides a written confirmation to the consumer (can be
a copy of the Model Consent Form).
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Examiners Have Raised
Issues….
• Posting Order
Non-neutral Posting Order (high-low) penalizes consumers (e.g., Bank of America, Suntrust
Bank)

• Omissions of Fees on Model Consent Form
Form is required to be “substantially similar” (e.g., Los Angeles Federal Credit Union)
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• Assessing Fees for Consumers Not Opted-In
Disallowed fees and required refunding of all ineligible fees (e.g., Regions Bank)

Regulatory Feedback
Discussed in 2016 Interagency
Webinar
• Use of Available Balance to authorize
payment.
• If authorized item settles into a
negative balance, overdraft fee should
not be assessed.
• The issue of Intervening transactions.
•

Avoid assessing fee(s) in error.
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Positive Swipe…
Description

Transaction

Available
Balance

Ledger
Balance

$100

$100

<$80>

$20

$100

Check – posted

<$40>

<$20>

$60

Overdraft fee

<$30>

<$50>

$30

Signature-based transaction – posted

<$80>

<$50>

<$50>

Overdraft fee

<$30>

<$80>

<$80>

Day 1
Opening Balance
Signature-based debit transaction – authorized
Day 2

Day 3
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...Negative Settlement
Description

Transaction

Available
Balance

Ledger
Balance

$100

$100

<$80>

$20

$100

<$40>

<$20>

$60

<$30>

<$50>

$30

<$80>

<$50>

<$50>

<$30>

<$80>

<$80>

Day 1
Opening Balance
Signature-based debit transaction – authorized
Day 2
Check – posted
Overdraft fee
Day 3
Signature-based transaction – posted

Fee Shoul
Not Be
Charged

Overdraft fee
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Litigation Drives Change
Posting Order
• Class action ruling ordered the Wells Fargo Banks to pay more than $400
million to compensate consumers charged higher overdraft fees due to a
practice of posting larger checks first.
•

Judgements found that bank’s posting practices were motivated by
profiteering.
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• At Wells Fargo, no ceiling on fees existed, so accounts could never stop being
assessed overdraft fees and payments were even batched over multiple days to
maximize revenue.

What “Money” Does That Mean?
Financial Institutions
that don’t disclose
MORE than the
Model Consent Form
are at risk of
consumer litigation
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Litigation Drives Change
Available Balance
• Disclosures stated only that the First Niagara Bank “would subtract deposited
funds that were not yet available for withdrawal from the ledger balance.”
•

Actual practice was to:
(i) also subtract funds for must-pay items – items that had been authorized but not yet
presented to the Bank (and thus, not yet paid) – from the account’s ledger balance; and
(ii) if insufficient funds remained after that additional subtraction to pay the items
presented, to then impose Overdraft Fees.

•

Bank was required to pay a penalty and refund fees.

Other Available Balance Suits
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Baxter Credit Union
City National Bank
Digital Federal Credit Union
Mid-Florida Community Credit Union
NASA Federal Credit Union
Randolph Brooks Federal Credit Union
TCF Bank
Washington State Employees Credit Union
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Litigation Drives Change
Sustained OD Fees
•

TD Bank was sued for its allegedly "unlawful" overdraft fee that
charges users who don't replenish their bank accounts within 10
days.

•

The sustained overdraft charge of $20 is imposed after an initial
charge of $35 for the overdraft itself and exceeds the limit
permitted by the National Bank Act.

Litigation Drives Change
Available Balance at Posting
Navy Federal Credit Union has agreed to pay $24.5 million to settle
claims regarding its overdraft practices.
• Navy Federal improperly charged overdraft fees on certain
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charges, called “authorize positive,
purportedly settle negative
transactions.”
• Navy Federal froze electronic account access and disabled
electronic services because of delinquent loans.

What’s New?
Presentments

• Class action suits are being prepared for cases of multiple
presentments.
• ENT Credit Union charged multiple NSF fees for the same item
through re-presentments.
• Items described (cable company charge, several electronic
payments) may have been re-presented by the merchant(s).

Could It Be UDAAP*?
The act or practice causes or is likely to cause
substantial injury to consumers which is not
reasonably avoidable by consumers themselves and
not outweighed by countervailing benefits to
consumers or to competition.
Consumer can avoid additional overdraft charges by:
(1) making a decision to opt out of the Courtesy Pay program; or, (2) abstaining
from making additional purchases that will incur an overdraft fee; or, (3) drawing
a single larger check; or (4) making a single larger ATM withdrawal instead of
drawing several smaller checks; or (5) engaging in several smaller debit card
transactions.
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Could It Be UDAAP*?
The act or practice causes or is likely to cause
substantial injury to consumers which is not
reasonably avoidable by consumers themselves and
not outweighed by countervailing benefits to
consumers or to competition.
Program provides countervailing benefits to the consumer by:
shielding the consumer from other, more costly, transaction fees for
check and ACH transactions
*Unfair or Deceptive or Abusive Acts or Practices
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The Unhappy Secret: Force Post
Items
A “force post” transaction occurs when the merchant does not
authorize a transaction, typically when the transaction amount is
under a floor limit.
If you do not offer an overdraft program
on ATM or one-time debit card
transactions, you are not allowed to
ask for a Regulation E decision (opt-in
or opt-out) because the customer
never receives any benefit.
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True Story!
Shopping at a drugstore (it could have
been a CVS), the cashier asked “would
you like me to split this transaction for
you?”
She knew their floor limit would allow
me to get all my purchases without
authorizing through the financial
institution.
I said “no”, but, really???

What is Perspective?
Perspective is a particular attitude toward or
way of regarding something.
It’s a point of view.
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What is Your Perspective?
Are you a “banker” at heart?
No one should overdraw.
Overdrafts indicate a human failure
to plan.
I monitor my checking account six times
a day – why doesn’t he/she?

“Banker”- Eyes
“What, an overdraft? Close the
Account!”
“Don’t pay any more of their
overdrafts and charge them the NSF
fee”
“If they don’t manage their account
better, let’s just turn off their
Overdraft Privilege”

What is Your Perspective?
Do you want to be the “adult” and
disallow overdrafts?
They should reconcile, reconcile, reconcile.
The credit union isn’t here to pay them
for poor planning.

“Adult”- Eyes
“You know better than that, you should
read your statement every month”
“We already helped you, why don’t you
behave better?”
“If they don’t manage their account
better, let’s just turn off their Overdraft
Privilege”

What is Your Perspective?
Do you see it from the
Consumer’s eyes?
I have a job: if it costs me a little extra
to pay this bill, so what?
I meant to make the deposit or
transfer funds, but I am very glad the
item was paid.

“Consumer”- Eyes
“The disclosures and our
procedures fully explain our
Overdraft Privilege program. They
see it as a safety net to use when
they need it.”
“Every time they are overdrawn, we
re-educate them about lower lost
alternatives, and let them decide.”
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Our Expert: Oliver Ireland
Oliver Ireland's practice focuses on retail
financial services and bank regulatory issues
including consumer protection regulations
and CFPB powers and initiatives, and all
types of payment transactions, including
compliance with NACHA rules.
Mr. Ireland has been listed in The Best
Lawyers in America as a leader in the field
of banking law since 2006.

Our Guarantee
Compliance
Expertise

Consumer
Disclosures

Final InterAgency
Guidance

Monitor CFPB
Activity

Regulation DD

100%
Compliance
Guarantee

UDAAP Compliance
Monitor NCUA,
Congress and the
Courts

Regulation E
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About JMFA
More than

39

years of offering
consulting services

Team members average

25

More than

3,000

years industry experience consulting projects across the
nation

PREFERRED PROVIDER AMONG SEVERAL INDUSTRY GROUPS
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Cheryl Lawson
Executive Vice President-Compliance Review
713.562.0091
Cheryl.Lawson@JMFA.com
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